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Object-Oriented Design of Hypermedia Applications Implementation of Active References in Smalltalk and Java Marc S´egura-Devillechaisse



Kristof De Vos



Abstract : the aim of this document is to explain our implementations in Smalltalk and Java for this course. Both implementations can be used on the internet and deliver easier navigation for the user. This is done by keeping references on screen to the previous pages (= called Active Reference).
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Introduction



Nowadays, many models exists which try to model the ideas behind hypermedia applications. Different models, like HDM or the Dexter model, provide primitives to describe crucial parts of the application (e.a. navigational structure, links, anchors...). OOHDM is another model, trying to broader the previous models. It is crucial that this model is incorporated in the full lifecycle of the application. Also it tries to fix some critical aspects which are missing in other methodologies and to adapt to new classes of applications (e.a. e-commerce applications). This paper will not discuss the complete model, this is done in various papers [cite them here].



1.1



Patterns



In programming languages, the concept of ”pattern” is very well-known nowadays. It generalizes a way of thinking which occurs over and over in many different applications (and in different domains). Once these patterns are generalized, one can easily adopt it for new similar problems. It was found that in hypermedia applications, similar patters could be found. Similar problems are redesigned and reimplemented many times. Similar to programming languages, these patterns can be found, documented, abstracted or generalized and finally reused in new applications.



1.2



Active Reference



Currently, many different patterns are discovered and registered. One of them is called ”Active Reference”. When users are browsing through hypermedia applications for some time, they may lose their position inside the application. To solve this problem, the designer can incorporate ”Active References” in his application, which will indicate where the user is at that time. Although the pattern remains the same, different implementation can solve this problem completely different. In websites, it is usually done by displaying the path which was followed by the user to go to this page in the site. Other hypermedia applications display different indices on the same page, such that the user can browse in all of them without going to a previous page.
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In the next sections, different implementations will be discussed which implement the ”Active Reference”-pattern. Both versions display several indices on the same page. As example of a common instantiation of the ”active reference”-pattern, both implementations will construct a photo-album. Both implementations are currently used on an internet-site: http://kristof.devos.free.fr (follow links ”New Albums (Squeak) or ”New Albums (Java)”).
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Smalltalk Implementation



The Smalltalk implementation is based on the idea that the Smalltalk language is known as one of the best object-oriented language, perhaps the object-oriented language. Therefore it seemed natural to use it to implement an example of a pattern of OODHM. As implementers, our goals were double: • Implement an example of active references offering almost the same features that the Java implementation • Do not scarify speed for separation between the model represented and the graphical interface used However most implementations of the Smalltalk language offers little network support. A noticeable exception is the Squeak implementation of the language. The former is also fully open source. For theses reasons, we have chosen to develop the active reference example in Squeak. As students, our practice and knowledge of Smalltalk and of the image of any implementation are very limited1 . Therefore we further restrict ourselves to an implementation as simple as possible. The following sections will present the features of our implementation. Secondly we will highlight some consequences of using a client http based solution along with Squeak. Then the object-oriented model will be discussed. Finally it will be followed by a brief conclusion.



2.1



Implemented Features



The application takes the example of a web based photo album. There are two kinds of photo albums. Further, depending on the photo album, there are two mutual exclusive way of viewing an album : the first is by using a textual index, and the second is by using a graphical index. 1



This assignement remains the bigger we achieved in Smalltalk currently.
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Fig. 1: A graphically indexed photo album using the Smalltalk implementation As seen on Figure 1, a graphical index offered a thumbnail of the current photo along with a previous and a next button. Clicking on the buttons allow the user to enumerate the photos in the album. Clicking on the thumbnail allow the user to watch the photo. As shown on Figure 3, a textual index is no more than a list of photo names. Clicking on a name allows the user to watch the photo. Since we have limited ourselves to client http based solutions, a photo appears in our model as being nothing more than an url pointing to an image file. We have chosen to use url also for albums. An album is a text file whose extensions defined the index used by the album. An .idt defined a textually indexed album whereas an .idg extension defined a graphically indexed album. The format of a graphical index is first a relative path to the thumbnail image followed by a tabulation character followed by a relative path to the photo file. Each new entry in the album file starts on a new line. The format of a textual index is first the name of the photo to present to the user followed by a tabulation character followed by a relative path to
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Fig. 2: A textually indexed photo album using the Smalltalk implementation the photo file. Each new entry in the album file starts on a new line. Further the application finds all the album available by parsing at start up a main.idt. The format of this text file is first the name of the album as seen by the user followed by a tabulation character and by the relative path to the index file of the album. We believe that this simple text based system may allow non-computer scientist users to manage web based photo album.



2.2



A Client HTTP-Based Implementation in Squeak



An http client solution has been chosen in order to remain as compatible as possible with the most wide spread web server2 . In particular, it restraints the solutions available to java-applets like solution or in that case Squeaklets. Applet-like solutions are always dominated by two problems: • an os independent runtime, for object-oriented systems it is mostly an os independent virtual machine 2



This decision is actually important: it means than on the server side, only files will be available. In other words, it can not be said this implementation is object-oriented from the client to the server.
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• the integration with the web browser The portability of Squeak is usually not a problem3 , but the integration with the web browser remains a headache. We have used the plugin available for Squeak 3.0. Figure 3 summarizes the availability of the plugin depending on the platforms. Netsc. 4.0x Netsc. 4.x Netsc. 6.0 I.E. 4.0 I.E 4.5 Mac 7.5 not tested not tested Unknown No not tested Mac 8.0 supported supported Unknown No not tested Mac 9.x supported supported Unknown No supported Win not tested supported Unknown No supported Linux Unknown Unknown Unknown Unknown Unknown The idea behind the Squeak plugin is quite simple the html tag4 specify a text file. This text file should contain Smalltalk commands. When the plugin starts up it interprets the specified text file. In our implementation, the text file is build on a change set of the classes we have added to the image plus a last line that makes our application to start. Further the downloading of the files need to be achieved by the browser. In Squeak this is achieved by the method requestURLStream: defined on FileStream class. This method relays on a primitive. In particular the message failed if Squeak is not run in a browser.



2.3



The Object-Model



The PhotoAlbum class represents the prototype of what is an album of photo. It uses a hierarchy of Token to parses the different remote index files on the http server. The different Token are instantiated through a TokenFactory. We believe that the key point is that PhotoAlbum objects do not contain any information of any kind of the user interface. The user interface is attached using the dependent mechanism to the model. It is written in Morphic5 using pluggable components. Pluggable components themselves are using the dependent mechanism to communicate together. Thus the coupling of an interface to the application model, as well as the coupling of graphical 3



Squeak thanks to its Smalltalk written virtual machine is available on most operating systems including PDA’s. 4 The tag can be found in the loader.html file of our implementation. 5 In the plugin image, MVC classes are missing.
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I.E. 5.x not tested supported supported supported Unknown



components together to build a graphical interface is achieved at instantiation time6 . The fact that the model is clearly separated from the user presentation prevents used to do an inter-applet design. In fact, an inter-applet design would have meant to share the domain objects (PhotoAlbum) between the different applets. The latter is possible but not obvious since each applet is run its own runtime environment: in other words, maintening the separation between the model and the user interface in an inter-applet based application will have required the use of a kind of remote message systems like RMI. For the sake of simplicity, our design is based on a single applet.



2.4



Conclusion



The prototype provided shows clearly that it is possible to write web application in Smalltalk offering the same features than Java written applications. Compared to other implementation technologies like scripting7 , we believed that the separation between domain objects and object belonging to the user interface is a significant advantage. Further, reusing some components found in standard non web application may help to produce a web application interface faster. This has been the case with as the pluggable components used in this Smalltalk application. It reduces the development cost of a web application and makes it benefit from the strengths and weaknesses of the components reused.
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Java Implementation



The java implementation of the Active References displays a number of applets on a webpage. These applets are linked to each other in a certain order. Depending on their state, each applet can display a number of different things depending on the used configuration file (determined by the extension): • .txt : some text • .jpg or .gif : a picture 6



It should be possible to do it after given the right objects. But the goal of simplicity prevented us to go further. 7 VBScript, ASP, or JavaScript for instance
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• .idt : a textual index (see next sections) • .idg : a graphical index (see next sections) The first two are just downloaded from the webserver and displayed as they are. The later two are configuration files which are parsed and translated into an index. As in any index, the user can choose different possible links. The result of following a link in an index will be displayed in the next applet (following the order described above). This way, users can navigate through the space, by using index 1, then index 2, and so on, while still having the first index available.



Fig. 3: A graphical indexed photo album using the java implementation
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3.1



Index



Each kind of index has 2 additional buttons available on the screen. These can be used to navigate through this index. One will highlight and activate the previous link, the other will do the same for the next link. If a text-index is displayed, a ”list” of possibilities is displayed. One can just choose one in the list or use the buttons ”next” and ”previous”. In a graphical image, a small picture (thumbnail) is shown and only the previous and next buttons can be used to browse through the list of links.



3.2



Implementation Details



The main class is Index, a subclass of Applet. When it is displayed, it divides the available space in three subspaces: a big space where the index, text or image will be displayed and two places where the next and previous buttons can be placed. Depending on the configuration file, these buttons are made visible (indices) or not (text and image). When the Index class is initialized or re-initialized with a new configuration file, it checks the extension of the file. Depending on this, an instance of a different class is constructed. Usual OO-design would put these classes in a class inheritance hierarchy. For implementation-simplicity, this is not done, although all of them need to implement an interface (putting them in a similar hierarchy). The different classes representing the graphical part are subclasses of standard AWT-components like TextField or List. This simplifies the code needed to correctly display them on the screen. The interface all classes have to implement is PanelComponent and consists of two methods: next() and previous(). These methods will be triggered by the Index-class when the user clicks on one of these buttons. In classes where these buttons are disabled, the methods are empty. When an Index is initialized for the first time, it asks the AppletContext and tries to connect to his next Index (if it has a next). Because the order of initialization is undetermined, this search for the next is repeated until it made a successful connection to it. When the user clicks on a link in an index or uses the buttons, this generates a ”re-initialization”-event on its next Index. When this happens, 10



the next Index will check the filename he received and load it (depending again on the extension of the file). All files are retrieved from the webserver by opening a stream on an URL, except images. The Applet class itself contains methods to download pictures directly, so this is preferred above direct connections. When a PanelComponentImage is created, it asks the Index to download the image. This method immediately returns an Image-object, but does not wait until the image is actually completely received. To avoid displaying a not completely retrieved image, a MediaTracker is used. This blocks the displaying of the image until it has completely dowloaded. For PanelComponentImageIndex, the same technique is being used. All thumbnails have to be downloaded before the constructor returns. Extra in this class is that an EventHandler is added to capture the clicking on the thumbnail, to display the big image on the next index.



3.3



Conclusion



This implementation of the same concepts as described in the previous sections (Introduction and Smalltalk implementation) in java shows that a similar separation between the the domain objects and the user interface. The java-implementation uses inter-applet communication (which was difficult in the smalltalk-environment) to link the different indices to each other. Applet-technologies were preferred above servlets because now these applets can be served from any common webserver, without needing any extra support from it. This increases the availability and ease of use of the indices. The java-applets use the standard java runtime environment, and have been tested on Internet explorer 5.0 and Opera 5.02.
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Configuration File Generator



An external program can be used to automatically generate the needed configuration files. Although their internal structure is very simple, it is still a long and boring job. *.idt and *.idg files have the same internal structure: first the string describing the link (text or a filedescriptor), a tabulation, a filedescriptor (will be used to re-initialize the next index) and a newline. 11



This program can automatic generate the filedescriptor for a number of files. When you specify the prefix and suffix of the file, it generates the full filename with the correct number inbetween (possibly with leading zeros). A possible command and output could look like: java index.GenerateIndex photo pictures/ myphoto .jpg 4 3 foto0



pictures/myphoto000.jpg



foto1



pictures/myphoto001.jpg



foto2



pictures/myphoto002.jpg



foto3



pictures/myphoto003.jpg
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Conclusion



To summarize, we provided two examples of the active reference pattern, one implemented in Smalltalk, the other one in java. Although both implementations offer the same features, they remain slightly different: one is inter-applet based while the other one is not. The fact that an illustration of this pattern has been implemented relatively easily using two major objectoriented languages is a good indicator that it is already possible to build web applications solely relaying on object-oriented technology. The remaining problems are business and decision makers’ problems.
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